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Year-End 2021 Market Commentary and 2022 Outlook: A Brave New Fed 

Data Source: Bloomberg 

 

December 2021 Highlights: 
• Global stocks rallied, especially at the end of the month, following reports that the COVID-19 Omicron 

variant appears to be less deadly (but more infectious) versus the Delta Variant.  In December, the MSCI 
All-Country World Index (ACWI) rose 4.0% led by the European (MSCI Europe +6.6%) and U.S. region 
(S&P 500 up 4.5%).  Ongoing challenges in China helped drag down broader Asia with MSCI Emerging 
Markets, Japan, and Asia ex Japan only up 1.9% for the month.      

• Within the U.S., U.S. large cap value stocks (+6.5%) outperformed growth stocks (-0.7%) while U.S. 
large caps and small caps performed in line with each other (+4.5% each), with most of the advance 
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coming at the end of the month.   

• Defensive sectors such as Consumer Staples, Real Estate, and Utilities led sector performance despite 
interest rates rising and a more euphoric risk-on mood towards equities.  Information Technology, 
Financials, Energy, Communication Services, and Consumer Discretionary lagged despite a recovery in 
commodity prices and a more ebullient mood among U.S. consumers.    

• Among risk factors, High Dividend, Value, and Minimum Volatility outperformed the broader market while 
High Quality and Momentum lagged.  Momentum finished the month marginally down, as the factor had 
struggled throughout much of the fourth quarter.   

• Investment grade fixed income was marginally down as interest rates rose towards the end of the month.  
The 10-Year US Treasury yield ended the year at 1.5%, up from 0.9% at the beginning of the year.  The 
Bloomberg/Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index returned -0.3% while the Global Aggregate ex US Index 
dropped 0.1%, as overseas rates did not rise as much relative to the U.S.  

• Corporate credit and emerging market spreads narrowed, benefiting from higher equity prices.  The 
Bloomberg / Barclays US High Yield Index returned 1.9%, while Bloomberg/Barclays EM Local Currency 
rose 1.4% for the month.   

• Within equity alternatives, Commodities recovered some of the Omicron-driven sell-off in late November.  
S&P GSCI Commodities returned 7.6% for the month as the generic 3-month oil price contract rose to 
$74.50/barrel.  REITs also finished the year strong, returning 9.6% for the month.  Precious metals 
lagged the broader commodity rally, with S&P GSCI Precious Metals returning 2.9%.   
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A Brave New Fed 

 
Source: istockphoto.com 

 

"Most human beings have an almost infinite capacity for taking things for granted."  

– Aldous Huxley, “Brave New World” 

 

Note to readers: we have sectioned the 2021 Year-End Market Commentary and 2022 Outlook 
accordingly: 

1. Big picture overview and long-term capital market assumptions 

2. 2021 calendar year asset class returns and quarter-by-quarter year-in-review 

3. 4Q and CY-2021 performance charts and notable exhibits 
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As we reflect upon 2021 and the post (ongoing?) COVID-19 period, the global pandemic has helped 
shed light on what we held as axiomatic (or more cynically, what we took for granted).  To be sure, 
COVID has been a game changer for the digital (metaverse) over the physical.  But in the ongoing/post-
pandemic environment, we are still grappling with 1) what we no longer can take for granted and 2) what 
we may be taking for granted in the future.   

Take movie watching.  We took for granted that Hollywood mostly exceled at producing stories in a two-
hour format, yet this format is struggling in the post-shutdown era, not all of which is due to premium 
content produced for streaming services.  Why the traditional movie theater format is struggling is due to 
a number of factors (streaming, hybrid streaming, Omicron), but good storytelling usually sells (as 
evidenced by the runaway success of Spider-Man: No Way Home exceeding $1 billion in global box 
office sales) regardless of the format.  Apart from the action-packed blockbuster (mostly comic books 
these days), should we no longer take for granted that Hollywood is adept at producing good stories in a 
2-hour format?  Or have they permanently shifted to the multi-episode format that dominates streaming? 

And take streaming for what we may be taking for granted in the future, not to mention the ubiquity of 
devices that give us near-universal access to streaming.  Should we assume that the best storytelling will 
be confined to the world of streaming with its ‘stay-at-home’ bubble mindset? Yes, content can be shared 
virtually with others, (whether by conference video or through avatars in a the nebulous metaverse), but 
virtual interaction still feels hollow, at least to this Gen-Xer.  If ‘stay-at-home’ virtual experiences 
represent the future of business and consumer behavior, then we will be ‘taking for granted’ that the best 
content and storytelling will reside there, not old-world venues like movie theaters.  Or at least until the 
next global disruption (can a meta-pandemic infect the metaverse? – something to ask William Gibson, 
perhaps).   

We take for granted that what has worked over the past 10-20 years will continue to do so in the future, 
whether in investing or consuming.  Very few want to go out on a limb and suggest that the global 
pandemic has fundamentally altered the global economic and geopolitical landscape.  Any major shifts 
will likely be observed in hindsight.  As we adjust to the new fundamentals, we will realize how much of 
our past and current environment we’ve taken for granted.  Old habits only die when the conditions 
supporting those habits cease to exist.  A Brave New World indeed.   

In pouring over outlooks published by mainstream financial media, bulge bracket banks, and independent 
macro thought leaders, one gets a sense that most of these outlooks assume (take for granted) much of 
the pre-COVID market and economic conditions that will return in 2022 – a bull market mean reversion of 
sorts.  Perhaps it is wishful thinking that the pre-COVID globalized/synchronized economic engine will 
finally make a comeback, leaving memories of pandemic shutdowns in the dust.   

And leading this 2022 charge presumably will be U.S. stocks, primarily large cap growth technology 
stocks as they best embody the bridge between the pre-COVID world and the upcoming digital-based 
economy, leaving all other segments as the ‘movie theaters’ of old-world investing.   

With that, here is a summary of what we believe constitutes the general consensus outlook for 2022: 

Grants for the Taking List of 2022: 

1) U.S. Equities (predominantly Megacap Technology) remain the best investment across the whole 
world driven by enviably high profit margins, low-cost financing, and a better performing domestic 
economy.  Corollaries: 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-metaverse-isnt-quite-ready-for-you-but-your-investment-is-welcome-11640779204
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/12/26/west-side-story-is-officially-a-box-office-bomb.html
https://spectatorworld.com/book-and-art/covid-killed-grown-up-movies-theater/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuromancer
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• Europe and Japan remain in a deflationary demographic morass of low growth, high debt levels, 
and aging workforces (add to that list populist-driven insecurity due to energy deficits). 

• Emerging markets will struggle to regain their pre-2008 BRIC leadership amidst domestic political 
uncertainty, geopolitical uncertainty, and high inflation. 

• This will all be borne out by lower growth and lower return on capital profiles versus the U.S. that 
will explain much of the valuation gap between U.S. stocks versus the rest of the world.   

2) Global Interest Rates will remain structurally low even in the face of higher inflation (no matter how 
persistent).  It’s not a question of ‘if’ but ‘to what degree’ inflation-adjusted (real) interest rates remain 
negative for the foreseeable future.  This merely reflects a long-term view that high debt levels and 
aging demographics will serve as wet blanket on nominal economic growth.   

3) Old-World Infrastructure/Late-Stage Cyclicals remains a perennial ‘sell’ as supply chain issues will 
eventually resolve themselves and raw material production returns to pre-pandemic levels 
(Bloomberg economic consensus) – just in time for peak energy demand as the world increasingly 
shifts away from carbon-intensive activities.  Higher wages will be more than made up for in higher 
productivity.  Corollaries: 

• If the above consensus view bears out, we will likely see peak-inflation scare by mid-2022.  
Inflationary pressures may prove to be ‘transitory’ just as the Fed has abandoned that viewpoint. 

• Much of this view is predicated on returning to a pre-pandemic world of cheap global energy, 
abundant raw materials, frictionless transportation, low-cost labor, and excess manufacturing.   

• Alternative energy sources such as solar and wind will somehow overcome their lesser reliability 
concerning baseloads and intermittency to displace highly efficient, highly reliable, and low-cost 
conventional fossil fuel sources (although ‘cost’ can suddenly become quite high as Europe and 
Asia are discovering with natural gas during the winter season).    

4) The Central Bank Liquidity Put should backstop most liquidity-driven selloffs.  Regardless of 
attempts by central banks to wean markets off quantitative easing and zero interest rates, investors 
expect central banks (primarily the Federal Reserve) to provide emergency liquidity backstops (via 
international dollar-based swap arrangements, reverse repurchase agreements, coordination with 
government agencies to provide last resort lending) should markets convulse akin to what we 
witnessed in March 2020 during the height of the pandemic lockdowns.  Corollary: 

• Emergency central bank liquidity can be thought of as an ‘essential’ component to maintaining 
proper capital market functioning (just as liquor stores were deemed ‘essential’ businesses during 
the pandemic lockdowns).  Central bank authorities no longer have the same discretion to 
withdraw the ‘punchbowl’ lest they induce severe investor withdrawals, even if investor appetite 
starts to get out of hand.   

• Central banks will somehow thread the needle of 1) withdrawing monetary accommodation 
(balance sheet tapering, raising interest rates) while 2) signaling that the liquidity put remains 
firmly in place should things go to pot.     

 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bric.asp
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2021-11-18/the-u-s-supply-chain-crisis-is-already-easing
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-30/europe-has-never-paid-so-much-for-power-as-2021-costs-hit-record?utm_source=google&utm_medium=bd&cmpId=google#:%7E:text=Europe%20has%20never%20paid%20so%20much%20for%20electricity%20as%20in,France%2C%20Spain%20and%20the%20U.K.
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/15/business/europe-natural-gas-prices.html
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A Brave New Fed 

According to several fund manager surveys, central bank policy to combat inflation represents the 
biggest downside risk to global stock performance in 2022.  This presumes that the global economic 
backdrop remains robust enough to induce high inflation that would warrant more aggressive central 
bank policy responses.  Yet, a significant portion of those surveyed believe that robust economic 
conditions represent the largest upside catalyst for the continued bull market run from the March 2020 
pandemic lows. Seems like two contradictory scenarios: how can you have an upside catalyst fueled by 
robust economic growth recovery and a downside catalyst of policy tightening by central banks in the 
face of persistently high inflation exasperated by said robust growth? 

The Federal Reserve Balance Sheet is expected to reach $9 trillion even with the taper schedule 
expected to slow purchases by the end of 1Q2022 with a projected run-off towards the end of 2022 as 
projected by Goldman Sachs (Figure 1).  The first overnight rate hike is expected to occur at the March 
2022 meeting followed by two more rate hikes throughout the year, bringing the Fed Funds rate to 
around 0.75-1.00% by year-end.  Assuming headline inflation readings remain elevated at around 3%, 
this puts the projected real (inflation-adjusted) Fed Funds rate at around -2%.   

Figure 1 – Expected Federal Reserve Balance Sheet Taper and Rate Hike Schedule in 2022 
(Goldman Sachs) 

 

What is a larger-than-life central banker with control over the world’s reserve currency to do? Bet on 
Goldilocks where enough COVID-induced slack gives a longer runway for central banks to ‘normalize’ 
policy without upsetting the apple cart.  In this scenario, financial conditions tighten enough for financial 
excess to be reined in and inflationary pressures to ease as interest rates rise more slowly than what is 
being projected by the markets (somewhat problematic since the Fed’s own dot plot projections for the 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-14/world-s-money-guardians-fret-central-banks-may-ruin-stocks-party
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path of interest rates out to 2024 are far higher than what is being priced in by investors (Figure 2)).   

Figure 2 – Federal Reserve Officials’ Dot Plot Projections for the Path of Future Interest Rates 
Remain Much Higher than What the Market Is Projecting 

 
Source: The Daily Shot, 12/17/2021 

Unfortunately, the New York Federal Reserve has suspended its projection of the Effective Real Fed 
Funds Rate (the real rate that theoretically reflects a balanced economy) due to COVID-19, but it’s not 
too far of a reach to suggest that the current and projected negative real Fed Funds rate is significantly 
lower than the theoretical rate assuming trend economic growth of 2-2.5%.   

The Fed’s dual mandate of achieving full employment and price stability is daunting enough, but the latter 
poses particular challenges for this upcoming rate hike regime versus prior regimes.  The pandemic has 
disrupted global infrastructure on the supply side and unleashed pent-up consumption on the demand 
side, not to mention government policy-induced price pressures on services such as housing and rental 
costs with the expiration of eviction moratoriums that have artificially suppressed reported housing 
expenses.  Many of these disruptions are outside the Fed’s direct control (and arguably indirect as well).  
There is also the unknown knock-on effect of liquidity withdrawal from the reduction of Fed balance sheet 
purchases (quantitative tightening) that we highlighted in our December blog post, “How Ephemeral is 
Market Liquidity?”   

There is also the negative price impact on a significant global debt overhang that the Fed must contend 
with.  According to the Bear Traps Report (2022 Outlook Preview), there is $30 trillion of global debt 
yielding less than 2%, much of which is long maturity debt where higher interest rates would have a more 
magnified effect on total returns.  This large debt overhang is what many bond bulls point to when calling 
for permanently low interest rates regardless of current inflation pressures.  Think of high debt levels 
acting as a wet blanket on hot cyclical growth – the interest expense to service that debt can act as a 

https://3dlfinancial.com/how-ephemeral-is-market-liquidity/
https://3dlfinancial.com/how-ephemeral-is-market-liquidity/
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deflationary force.  Higher interest rates could potentially turn into a fire hose dousing that wet blanket, 
piling on deflationary pressures that an indebted global economy may be ill-equipped to handle.   

Both high debt levels and the COVID pandemic have presented a state of affairs much different from 
prior economic cycles and regimes – a situation that requires more fluid, rather than static, policymaking.  
Implied by U.S. dollar strength against major currencies (Figure 3), investors view the Fed’s 2022 
timetable as somewhat credible, especially when compared to other industrial markets (Japan, Europe) 
where central bank officials are much more reticent to tighten policy.   

Figure 3 – 4Q2021 U.S. Dollar Strength Suggests the Market Views the Fed’s Tightening Timetable 
as Credible 

 

In the end, it’s not a foregone conclusion that the Fed’s tightening pace will follow that of the market 
consensus timeline.  We may see the Fed try to tiptoe its way into tightening, highly attuned to any 
disruptions resulting from 1st half tapering and an initial rate hike.  The yield curve and breakeven rates 
(Figure 4) may provide the market’s early warning signal on whether the Fed is moving too aggressively 
or not.   
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Figure 4 – A Flattening Yield Curve (2- vs 10-Year Treasury Yields) and Fall Inflation Expectations 
May Indicate Caution Should the Fed Move Too Aggressively on Rates 

 

So, we will likely need a Brave New Fed to contend with a Brave New Financial World as the Fed will 
likely soft pedal rather than stomp its way into a new rate hike cycle.  A tightening policy more akin to trial 
by balloon rather than trial by fire. 
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A Brave China Reset 

2021 has been a challenging year for globally diversified investors, especially equity and high yield 
investments across emerging markets.  While several bulge bracket strategists and independent macro 
research shops see a 2nd half 2022 rally in international/emerging markets, the COVID-19 pandemic and 
questionable government policies have pushed up what had already been a high risk premium for 
emerging market investing.   

2021 was a particularly challenging year for investors in Chinese equity and corporate bond markets.  
Government/regulatory crackdowns across technology and consumer companies (from monopolistic 
practices to data sharing to charges of price gouging) as well as the engineering of a property market 
collapse leading to expected defaults of high-profile developers (Evergrande, Kaisa) have soured 
investor appetite for investing in the 2nd largest economy in the world.  The regulatory dispute over 
foreign exchange listing of Chinese companies (particularly U.S. listing) is also an overhang but will likely 
resolve itself over 2-3 years as exchange listings move to Hong Kong or mainland exchanges.   

The main issue China is currently contending with continues to be COVID outbreaks where strict Zero-
COVID policy lockdowns have done little to stem the tide of infections.  Lockdowns across key port cities 
such as Ningbo also risk gumming up the supply chain as industrial production and export shipments are 
put on hold.  The pandemic continues to wreak havoc on industrial activity as well as travel and leisure 
even if financial markets are trying to move on.   

But 2022 may present a ‘reset’ opportunity for China with the upcoming Winter Olympics (assuming no 
cancelations or delays) and National Party Congress where President Xi is expected to be reappointed to 
an unprecedented third term.  And unlike the rest of the world’s central banks, China has turned on the 
monetary spigot by pumping liquidity into the financial system and lowering interest rates and reserves 
on bank lending.  We may see China Credit Impulse (Figure 5) recover in 2022 as credit flows through 
the economy once again.   

With the shutdown of hydropower generation due to droughts over the summer, energy security has also 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-27/traders-see-emerging-markets-rising-in-2022-but-not-until-july#:%7E:text=Emerging%2Dmarket%20assets%20are%20set,second%20half%20of%20the%20year.&text=Additionally%2C%20U.S.%20policy%20rates%20could,intensifying%20the%20search%20for%20income.
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/30/world/asia/china-xian-lockdown-covid.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/30/world/asia/china-xian-lockdown-covid.html
https://qz.com/2101722/china-covid-quarantines-lockdowns-impact-global-supply-chain/
https://qz.com/2101722/china-covid-quarantines-lockdowns-impact-global-supply-chain/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-28/china-s-central-bank-vows-to-step-up-to-stabilize-economy
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become front and center.  China is increasingly paying lip service to global decarbonization movements 
while adding more traditional (reliable?) energy sources such as coal (which provides 2/3 of China’s 
electricity generation) and nuclear.  China accounts for 1/3 of global coal production and is expected to 
have grown its consumption by 9% in 2021 with a goal of bringing its total power capacity to 1,230 
gigawatts by 2025.  Thermal coal is also needed as a key input for steel production.  Should the trade 
despite with Australia not be resolved soon, China’s coal demand could end up pushing prices even 
higher.   

The progress of China’s reset should become more evident over the first half.  The 2022 outlook for 
emerging markets from Bulge Bracket consensus favors sitting on the fence during the 1st half of the year 
but turning bullish for the 2nd half.  Whether the 2nd largest economy in the world can reignite the cyclical 
engine will likely depend on a cessation of COVID infections and securing reliable energy and food 
production.   

  

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-fires-new-giant-coal-power-plant-face-calls-cuts
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-27/traders-see-emerging-markets-rising-in-2022-but-not-until-july
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The Same Brave Bull 

2021 will end on a high note for U.S. equity investors (well large cap investors) as S&P 500 margins 
(Figure 6) and revenue growth will reach not only post-pandemic highs but long-term highs as well.   

Figure 6 – S&P Operating Margins and Revenue Growth at Post-Pandemic Highs 

 

U.S. companies have not only enjoyed a robust recovery in post-pandemic demand but were able to 
maintain pricing power in the face of higher input costs and supply shortages.  The combination of high 
profit margins and high revenue is expected to translate into 45.1% earnings growth for calendar year 
2021 (Factset Earnings Insight 12/17/2021).   Cyclical sectors such as Industrials, Metals, and Consumer 
Discretionary comprised the bulk of this year’s growth – no surprise given how sensitive these sectors 
are to both the pre-pandemic shutdowns and subsequent recovery.  This year’s earnings growth more 
than made up for the slight decline in equity valuation as the forward Price/Earnings multiple for the S&P 
500 contracted from around 23x at the beginning of 2021 to 21.4x at the end (based on Bloomberg 
Consensus 12-Month Forward Earnings Per Share Estimates).   

For CY2022, S&P 500 earnings are expected to grow around 9% with cyclical sectors expected to 
contribute most of the growth.  Even with the deceleration from 2021’s torrid pace, U.S. stocks remain 
the preferred asset class due to the relatively strong growth prospects versus the rest of the world still 
struggling with the pandemic.  This quote from Leuthold strategist Jim Paulsen sums up the bullish 
outlook: 

“Healthy economic and EPS growth acts as a foundation under a market which is driven by chronic 
fears… You can be worried about Covid, inflation, the Fed, China, Robinhood, SPACs, valuations, 
etc. But every quarter, EPS keep coming in better than expected, forcing the consensus to 
upgrade forecasts.” 

Credit markets are also affirming the positive outlook for U.S. equities as borrowing costs for the most 
levered borrowers have dropped to post-pandemic lows (Figure 7) after initially spiking in late November 
due to the Omicron Variant outbreak.  Corporate borrowers are taking advantage of the low interest rate 
environment by extending maturities through refinancing and new borrowings.   

  

https://www.factset.com/hubfs/Website/Resources%20Section/Research%20Desk/Earnings%20Insight/EarningsInsight_121721A.pdf
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-28/big-s-p-500-bull-case-lives-on-in-unwavering-profit-forecasts
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-28/big-s-p-500-bull-case-lives-on-in-unwavering-profit-forecasts
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Figure 7 – Corporate Spreads for the Riskiest Borrowers Narrow to Post-Pandemic Lows 

 

So, just like in 2021, earnings will likely be the key to further equity advances, especially in cyclically-
sensitive sectors expected to benefit from a decline in COVID risk (infections, hospitalizations).  U.S. 
equities may be priced at the high end of historical valuations, but the tailwinds of high margins and 
strong revenue growth make U.S. stocks the envy of global equity markets.  However, the rest of the 
world may benefit from a catch-up trade should global economic activity start to meaningfully recover 
from the pandemic lockdowns and restrictions.    
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Long-Term Forecasts for Asset Class Returns (Updated 2022) 

We enter 2022 with the same low interest rate environment (negative when inflation-adjusted) that 2021 
began with despite inflation proving to be less ‘transitory’ than what Fed officials had maintained 
throughout much of the year.  Even with the fits and starts of COVID variants and persistently higher 
inflationary pressures driven by a combination of higher demand and supply chain shortages, investors 
continue to demand so little in the way of risk premiums, whether company profitability (what is cost of 
capital or even economic value-added in a zero-rate environment?) or in risk premiums in the event cash 
to fund working capital needs ends up running out (as what happened with Chinese property 
developers).   

Yet, unlike the earnings outlook for 2021 where sell-side analysts were projecting 20+% earnings growth 
for S&P 500 companies, the outlook for 2022 looks more muted with 9% earnings growth, much of which 
depends on whether companies will be able to maintain profit margins in the face of slowing economic 
growth and higher input costs (notably wages).  Keep in mind that earnings growth drove most of the 
S&P 500’s 20+% return in 2021 as forward price/earnings multiple actually contracted from the beginning 
of the year (23x at the start of 2021 versus 21.x at the end).   

3D/L believes that ‘price matters’ over the long run and that what you pay today will influence the returns 
you realize over the long-term.  ‘Price’ can act as a long-term gravitational pull on expected returns.  We 
do believe that investors should remain fully invested for the most part as part of a strategic asset 
allocation built on risk-based investment programs.  However, given the current environment of 
historically rich valuations across risk-based assets, investors should temper their return expectations 
looking forward while being mindful of the potential risks that could derail the post-COVID reflation 
narrative.   

What follows are a series of forecasts for long-term expected returns across various asset classes.  In 
the spirit of Fama/French and Jeremy Siegel (“Stocks for the Long Run”) from University of 
Pennsylvania’s Wharton School, 3D/L derives its long-term forecasts from valuations currently priced into 
equity and fixed income assets.   

3D/L Capital Management Long-Term Equity and Fixed Income Asset Return Forecasts 

1. Start with MSCI All-Country World Index Price/Earnings Multiple Based on Next 12-Months Earnings 
(12/31/2021): 18.0x (S&P 500 P/E at 21.4x) (down from 19.8x and 23x last year, respectively). 

2. Invert this to arrive at an earnings yield to generate a long-term real (inflation-adjusted) return 
forecast: 5.6% (S&P 500 earning yield 4.7%) (up from 5.1% and 4.3% last year, respectively).   

3. Long-term inflation expectations implied by 5-year/5-year breakeven rates between U.S. Treasury 
Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS) versus Nominal Treasuries: 2.3% (up from 2.0% last year). 

4. Long-Term Nominal Expected Nominal Rate of Return for Global Equites: 7.9% (5.6% + 2.3%) (up 
from 7.1% last year). 

5. Projected Yield-to-Worst on Bloomberg/Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index: 1.7% (up from 1.0% last 
year) but -0.6% on a long-term inflation-adjusted basis.   

6. Projected Yield-to-Worst on Bloomberg/Barclays US High Yield Index: 4.2% (1.9% on an inflation-
adjusted basis).  S&P Global surveyed Wall Street strategists, who are predicting a benign year for 

https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/us-high-yield-2022-outlook-supply-likely-to-ease-but-remain-robust-68146345
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defaults in 2022, estimated around 1.0-2.5%.   

Hence, a 60/40 portfolio consisting of Global Stocks and US Investment Grade Bonds is projected to 
return approximately 5.4% nominal return (3.1% inflation-adjusted), which is at the low end of 
historical returns based on the Ibbotsen Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation (SBBI) data if these price-
based forecasts pan out.  One can potentially increase returns by investing in riskier asset classes such 
as small caps and high yield, but one would also be introducing more risk into the portfolios, even when 
accounting for diversification benefits.  

With permission, we are republishing the long-term forecasts from Northern Trust and JPMorgan 
Investment Management teams.  Both firms are also projecting lower rates of returns for major asset 
classes although they’re seeing more attractive pricing in alternative assets such as real estate, 
infrastructure, and private equity.  Please contact us if you are a financial advisor and would like to 
receive a copy of their reports.   

Northern Trust Capital Market Assumptions (August 2021) 

Northern Trust (NT) updated their capital market projections in August 2021.  Over the next five years, 
NT is projecting lower returns versus long-term historical averages due to expectations of low sub-par 
growth in the years ahead.  Figure 8 is taken from their white paper which displays expected returns 
over the next 5-years.  NT then applies a mean reversion scaling factor for longer periods of time such 
that the expected long-term rates of return are much higher than the 5-year forecasts further implying 
that NT doesn’t hold high expectations over the near term.  Note: these are nominal return forecasts 
(subtract 2.5% inflation to get the real expected rate of return).  

https://www.cfainstitute.org/en/research/foundation/sbbi
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Figure 8 – Northern Trust Capital Market Assumptions (August 2021) 

 
Source: Northern Trust Asset Management Capital Market Assumptions (8/11/2021).  Reprinted with Permission. 

  JPMorgan Long-Term Asset Class Return Forecasts (September 2021) 

Similarly, JPMorgan has lowered their long-term asset class return projections given the shrinkage of risk 
premia as global equities and risky credit have rallied throughout the post-COVID recovery.  Figure 9 
displays the long-term capital market assumptions across key asset classes (comparing 2022 versus 
what was projected for 2021).   
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Figure 9 – JPMorgan Long-Term Capital Market Assumptions (September 2021) 
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2021 Year-In-Review 
Figure 10 displays the 2021 calendar year returns across risk-focused assets.  2021 was somewhat of a 
reversal from 2020 which witnessed wide dispersion in risk-based assets between technology-focused growth 
stocks and traditional value stocks.  2021 saw a rebound in the traditional US Value-focused strategies (led by 
Energy, Real Estate, and Commodities) although Growth also performed well (primarily Large Cap Growth 
Technology).  We saw leadership shift from COVID-recovery sectors in the first half to large growth technology 
plays in the 2nd half.  Emerging Markets and broader Asian markets struggled this year, primarily due to 
weakness in Chinese markets, as did initial public offerings as small caps struggled to keep up with the large 
growth performance.  Precious metals underperformed despite real (inflation-adjusted interest rates) reaching 
record negative territory – prospects of more hawkish central bank policies reduced appetite for gold as did a 
pullback in global auto production which hurt platinum and palladium.  The S&P 500 handily outperformed 
international markets for the year, helped by U.S. dollar appreciation and a stronger overall outlook.   

Figure 10 – 2021 Calendar Year Returns for Risk-Focused Asset Classes 

 
Source: Bloomberg 
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Figure 11 displays the 2021 calendar year returns across fixed income market sectors. Global fixed income 
was marginally down for the year, although it was a good year for U.S. corporate debt. U.S. High Yield 
outperformed largely on the strength of global equity and commodity markets as credit costs for the riskiest 
borrowers dropped throughout the year.  International fixed income and emerging market debt underperformed 
as foreign currencies weakened versus the U.S. dollar, especially during the 2nd half of this year.  U.S. 
Treasuries underperformed riskier fixed income sectors, as the yield on the 10-Year Treasury rose from 0.90% 
at the beginning of 2021 to end the year at 1.50%.     

Figure 11 – 2021 Calendar Year Returns Across Fixed Income Markets 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

Figure 12 displays the 2021 calendar year returns for alternative risk premiums (value, carry, trend, and 
factors calculated by Bloomberg/Goldman Sachs Asset Management) compared to the HFRI hedge fund 
index.  As a broad category, hedge funds posted positive returns for 2021, although equity momentum, fixed 
income carry/trend, and currency carry/trend strategies struggled.  Strategies focused on value, quality, and 
commodity trend performed well and helped explain the reversal of fortune from 2020 when most alternative 
risk strategies had struggled.     
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Figure 12 – 2021 Calendar Year Returns Across Alternative Risk Premia 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 

1st Quarter 2021 – Tempests in Teapots 

Global equities continued their strong advance from the 4th quarter of 2020 following the November U.S. 
election. Led by U.S. stocks.  Global stocks (MSCI All-Country World Index or ACWI) posted positive 
returns for the quarter with ACWI rising 4.6%, with the U.S. region (S&P 500) the only major region to 
outperform the broader global market.  In the first quarter, the S&P 500 Index rose 6.2% followed by 
MSCI Europe (+4.1%), MSCI Pacific ex Japan (+2.7%), MSCI Emerging Markets (+2.3%), and MSCI 
Japan (+1.6%).   

Global fixed income suffered with long maturity interest rates rising throughout the quarter.  The 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index dropped 3.4%, while Global ex U.S. Aggregate dropped 
5.3% and Emerging Market Local Currency dropped 6.8% as international bond markets were hurt by 
higher rates and a strong U.S. dollar.  The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. High Yield Index rose 0.8% as risky 
credit spreads narrowed, benefiting from the rally in stocks and commodities.   

Within equity alternatives, S&P GSCI Commodities Index rose 13.5% on the heels of a strong recovery 
for industrial metals such as copper.  The Dow Jones REIT index rose 8.3% as real estate joined the 

https://3dlfinancial.com/wp-content/uploads/2021_Q1-Market-Commentary.pdf
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post-COVID recovery while S&P GSCI Precious Metals dropped 9.5% as investors lost their appetite for 
defensive hedges.   

Despite a number of potential market-disrupting events (Reddit squeezes of popular hedge fund shorts, 
Archegos Capital and Greensill Capital blow-ups, sharp rise in interest rate volatility, and supply-chain 
disruptions around key recovery inputs such as semiconductors and commodities), these disruptions 
turned out to be mere tempests in teapots that ultimately would not threaten the post-2020 COVID 
recovery.   

However, throughout the quarter, there was a tug-of-war between Federal Reserve officials and the bond 
market over when the Fed would ‘taper’ or tighten monetary policy, such as the removal of emergency 
measures like quantitative easing, in the face of increasing inflationary pressures, which Fed officials and 
mainstream economists had dismissed as ‘transitory’.  As would remain the case throughout the first half 
of 2021, the Fed would jawbone expectations around employment conditions returning to pre-COVID 
levels, especially lower income employment levels, before the Fed would consider normalizing monetary 
policy.   

The ‘inflation is transient’ stance adopted by the Fed had remained the consensus outlook throughout 
much of the year, Fed officials argued that pricing pressures had mainly stemmed from bottleneck 
shortages (e.g. supplier delivery times and labor shortages).  The thinking was that supply chain 
bottlenecks, whether semiconductor chip shortages, global shipping constraints (exasperated by Suez 
Canal blockage), and supplier delivery times, were short-term in nature and were expected to correct in 
early 2022 at the latest. 

Despite sharp market advance, led by U.S. large cap stocks, stock market valuations had started to drop 
from their 10-year (albeit extreme) highs.  As it would later unfold throughout the rest of the year, the 
earnings multiple compression would come from rising earnings expectations (the denominator of 
Price/Earnings), revealing a U.S. market advance driven by earnings growth (recovery) rather than 
expanded valuations that had driven much of the post-2008 bull market run.     

2nd Quarter 2021 – Made You Look 

Global equities continued their advance in the 2nd quarter, once again led by U.S. stocks, as investors 
unwound the ‘reflation’ trade and rotated into the seemingly safety trade of U.S. large cap growth stocks 
in anticipation of a peak in the post-COVID-led recovery of economic growth and inflation.  Global stocks 
(MSCI All-Country World Index or ACWI) posted positive returns for the 2nd quarter with ACWI rising 
7.4%, led by the U.S. Region (S&P 500 Index +8.5%) followed by MSCI Europe (+7.4%), Emerging 
Markets (+5.0%), MSCI Pacific ex Japan (+4.0%), MSCI and MSCI Japan (-0.3%).   

Global fixed income recovered some of the performance suffered in the 1st quarter as interest rates 
dropped in response to a hawkish Fed pivot and rising Delta infection rates.  The Bloomberg Barclays 
U.S. Aggregate Bond Index rose 1.8%; both Global ex U.S. Aggregate and Emerging Market Local 
Currency also generated positive returns (+3.6% and +0.9%, respectively) despite a quarter-end rally in 
the U.S. dollar. The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. High Yield Index rose 2.7% as risky credit spreads 
continued to narrow, riding the 2nd quarter rally in stocks and commodities.   

Within equity alternatives, S&P GSCI Commodities Index rose 15.7% as oil prices rallied throughout the 
quarter to catch up with the industrial metal rally.  The Dow Jones REIT index rose 12% as real estate 
continued to benefit from post-COVID demand recovery and lower interest rates while S&P GSCI 

https://3dlfinancial.com/wp-content/uploads/2021_Q2-Market-Commentary-1.pdf
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Precious Metals lagged behind returning 3.5% as gold prices sharply sold off following the Fed June 
meeting.   

The sharp rotation into U.S. large growth stocks was largely catalyzed by Federal Reserve comments 
(a.k.a. trial balloons) following the mid-June meeting strongly suggesting that the Fed’s timetable for 
pulling back monetary support could begin sooner than what had been previously communicated.  The 
Fed head-faked the market into thinking it would adopt a more hawkish stance in response to inflationary 
pressures that had been previously dismissed as transitory or outside the Fed’s province (i.e. supply 
chain bottlenecks).  Investors had not only bought into the Fed’s ‘inflation-is-transitory’ narrative but were 
also buying into a narrative that sees U.S. economic activity peaking around 2022 once the sugar-highs 
of pent-up pandemic demand and federal stimulus spending wear off.     

Also weighing on the reflation trade that had benefited pro-cyclical assets (value stocks, commodities) 
were 1) concerns over China’s crackdown on commodities and credit borrowing that would eventually 
lead to broad-based sell-off in the stocks and bonds of Chinese property developers and 2) renewed 
outbreaks in COVID infections due to the highly infectious Delta variant.  Yet, commodities and corporate 
credit performed well in the 2nd quarter suggesting that China’s regulatory crackdowns on technology and 
property development and the Delta variant did not portend another deflationary episode marked by 
government lockdowns.   

U.S. equity valuations remained well above the rest of the world as investors perceive the U.S. as a more 
certain growth bet with the rest of the world facing renewed COVID (Delta variant) outbreaks, a slowing 
China, and U.S. dollar appreciation induced by the Federal Reserve shifting its policy stance from ultra-
accommodative to less accommodative.   

3rd Quarter 2021 – Ever-Bearance 

Global equities moderately pulled back in 3rd quarter as emerging markets bore the brunt of news that 
several Chinese property developers were on the brink of corporate default after missing key offshore 
bondholder payments.  Global stocks (MSCI All-Country World Index or ACWI) posted a negative return 
for the 3rd quarter with ACWI declining 1.1%.  Japanese stocks outperformed all major regions with MSCI 
Japan returning 4.6% followed by U.S. stocks (S&P 500 Index +0.6%).  MSCI Europe was moderately 
down 1.6%, while the Asia-Pacific region bore the brunt of the 3rd quarter pullback MSCI Emerging 
Markets dropped 8.1% and MSCI Pacific ex Japan dropped 8.4%.   

Global fixed income had a moderate pullback as interest rates and the U.S. dollar were rangebound 
throughout the quarter.  The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index returned 0.1% as further 
compression in investment grade fixed income spreads helped offset a moderate rise in interest rates. 
The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. High Yield Index rose 0.9% as risky credit spreads narrowed to pre-
pandemic lows, despite the quarter-end sell-off in equities and commodities.  Bloomberg Barclays Global 
Aggregate ex U.S. and Emerging Market Local Currency dropped 1.6% and 2.8%, as a flight to the U.S. 
dollar contributed to negative returns.   

Within equity alternatives, S&P GSCI Commodities Index rose 5.2% as a continued rally in oil prices 
helped offset quarter-end weakness in industrial metals.  The Dow Jones REIT index rose 0.3%, in line 
with the U.S. market, while the S&P GSCI Precious Metals dropped 2.7% as gold prices could not benefit 
from quarter-end market volatility while other precious metals used in industrial production (platinum, 
palladium, silver) were hurt from a slowdown in auto production due to supply chain issues.   

https://3dlfinancial.com/wp-content/uploads/2021_Q3-Market-Commentary.pdf
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The quarter-end collapse of China Evergrande (“EG”) held the dubious distinction of finally distracting 
investors away from something besides COVID-19 (even as the delta variant infection rate continued to 
fade from peak levels).  The EG collapse was a slow-moving train years in the making. The COVID-19 
shutdowns of 2020 accelerated financial pressures facing EG, which missed key interest payments to 
banks and debt holders towards the end of the quarter. The company is struggling to service $300 billion 
of unmitigated borrowing not only to fund land purchases and property development but buying unrelated 
(trophy) assets such as electric vehicles, soccer teams, and theme parks.   

The lending well finally dried up for EG, which led to missed interest payments and unpaid bills, resulting 
in forced asset sales with few takers at fire sale prices, sending its stock and bonds into downward price 
spirals. This in turn led to downward selling pressures on other highly leveraged property developers and 
had raised broader concerns as to whether the collapse of EG had turned into a ‘Lehman Moment’ for 
the Chinese financial system.  However, with the 2022 Winter Olympics approaching along with 
upcoming Communist Party leadership changes, China has a strong incentive to minimize contagion 
while sticking to its guns on deflating property speculation.  The hope is that the EG ‘can’ be kicked down 
the road long enough to make sure the broader financial does not suffer a systemic breakdown. 

Apart from China, also weighing on global sentiment were 1) persistent inflationary pressures arising 
from 2) supply chain blockages and 3) energy shortages emerging out of Europe and China as wind 
power and hydropower failed to generate sufficient base load energy normally met by conventional fuel 
sources.  Yet, U.S. companies continued to operate in an oasis of strong consumer demand and less 
logistical challenges.  Earnings recovery and intact profit margins helped U.S. stocks maintain their lead 
over the rest of the world.   

4th Quarter 2021 – A Brave New Fed 

Global equities finished on a strong note with ACWI returning 6.7%, with much of those gains coming 
from the final week of the year.  As it did throughout much of the year, U.S. stock led all major regions 
with the S&P 500 returning 11.0% followed by MSCI Europe (+5.7%).  Emerging markets and broader 
Asia continued to struggle with MSCI Asia ex Japan returning -0.8%, MSCI EM returning -1.3% and 
MSCI Japan returning -4.0%.  The U.S. advance was led by real estate, technology, and materials while 
energy, financials, and communication services lagged.   

After dealing with lingering COVID infections, supply chain bottlenecks, and Chinese property 
meltdowns, the bond market, particularly short-term interest rate trading, caused some disruptions as 
many traders that were positioned for rising rates had been steamrolled by unexpected hawkish 
comments and policy actions from global central banks, especially the Bank of England and Australia.  
Global bond markets were caught by surprise from these central bank policy pivots; bond traders had 
been counting on global monetary policies to remain accommodative for an extended period of time.   

Global equity markets initially had weakened due to a renewed outbreak in 2nd wave COVID-19 cases.  
Leveraged investment strategies (a.k.a. macro hedge funds) were forced to liquidate positions that were 
betting on 1) short-term rates to remain low and 2) long maturity rates to continue to rise in the face of 
inflationary pressures.   Fortunately, this ‘hiccup’ in the rates market had not led to systemic contagion 
spreading across other asset classes. 

Both Federal Reserve and ECB officials were still banking on inflationary pressures as being transitory, 
but the U.S. stance changed following Congressional testimony where Fed Chair Jerome Powell 
abandoned the label ‘transitory’ in the face of persistently high inflation.  Although post-Thanksgiving 
news of the Omicron Variant starting to spread caused markets to seize up, global risk assets largely 
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settled down to end the quarter at a positive level.  Both Omicron and the final collapse of Build Back 
Better legislation helped contribute to the flattening of the U.S. Treasury term structure with long maturity 
rates dropping while short term rates rose in anticipation of Fed rate hikes to come in 2022.   

Global stocks rallied the final week of the quarter, led by the U.S. and European markets, as equity 
investors anticipated a strong finish to the 4th quarter earnings period and the worst of COVID infections 
behind us as Omicron is showing to be less deadly than the Delta variant (based on preliminary data).    
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4Q2021 Performance Charts and Exhibits 
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YTD 2021 Performance Charts and Exhibits 
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Disclosure: 

The above is the opinion of the author and should not be relied upon as investment advice or a forecast 
of the future. It is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or implement 
any investment strategy. It is for informational purposes only. The above statistics, data, anecdotes, and 
opinions of others are assumed to be true and accurate however 3D/L Capital Management does not 
warrant the accuracy of any of these. There is also no assurance that any of the above are all inclusive 
or complete.  This article does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase 
interests in any investment vehicles or securities.  This article is not a prospectus, an advertisement, or 
an offering of any interests in either the Strategy or other portfolios.  This article and the information 
contained herein is intended for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice or a 
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recommendation with respect to investment. Investing in any strategy should only occur after consulting 
with a financial advisor. 

3D/L does not approve or otherwise endorse the information contained in links to third-party sources. 
3D/L is not affiliated with the providers of third-party information and is not responsible for the accuracy of 
the information contained therein. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. None of the services offered by 3D/L Capital 
Management are insured by the FDIC and the reader is reminded that all investments contain risk. The 
opinions offered above are as of January 4, 2022 and are subject to change as influencing factors 
change. 

More detail regarding 3D/L Capital Management, its products, services, personnel, fees, and investment 
methodologies are available in the firm’s Form ADV Part 2A or by calling (860) 291-1998, option 2 or 
emailing sales@3dlfinancial.com or visiting 3D’s website at www.3dlfinancial.com. 

. 

https://3dlfinancial.com/wp-content/uploads/3DL-Capital-Management-Form-ADV-Part-2A-3-31-2021.pdf
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